Abstract. If the quadrature rule Q is applied to the function /, then the error can in many situations be bounded by As(ß)ll./"^lloo , where ps{Q) is independent of /. We obtain the asymptotics of these numbers for the Gaussian method gj? (« = 1 > 2, ... ) with very general weight functions and show that Ps{Qn) is (asymptotically) an upper bound for ps(Q), if Q is any quadrature rule with the same degree as Q% .
1/=1
The error is the functional R := I -Q. The degree of Q is the number deg[ß] := sup{m : R\^m\ -0} , where ¿Pm denotes the space of polynomials of degree < m . The most interesting quadrature rules are the Gaussian rules Q®, which are characterized as rules with n evaluation points and degree 2« -1.
We are interested in error bounds of the type If we make the further assumption that Qm has m evaluation points, then we have mp\{Qm) > 1 (see, e.g., [1, p. 242] ). Hence, all quadrature rules of interpolator type (Gauss, Lobatto, Radau, Clenshaw/Curtis, Filippi, ... ) are of similar quality with respect to p\, and there is only little improvement possible if we would use the best rule (which is not of interpolatory type and will give poor results if applied to functions of high smoothness).
\R[f]\<ps(Q)\\f{s)\\
To be more precise, we define
With suitable assumptions on k we shall prove where we have used the notation
The restriction of Bs to (0, 1) is identical with the Bernoulli polynomial (see, e.g., Hämmerlin and Hoffman [8] ). Formula (1.1) gives the asymptotics of ps<m if s is fixed, but there are many error bounds which use an increasing order of derivatives. For this situation we shall prove: If / e {0, 1, ... } is fixed, then h(x) = y/T^X2.
In the special case s = 1, this theorem is given in [4] ; under the further assumption k = 1 an asymptotically sharp bound is given in the same paper.
The constants
are called Favard constants; they are used in our next theorem.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use With the added hypothesis k = 1, the exact values of pm+l ;m are obtained in [6] , [3] ; with the same hypothesis, the asymptotics of pm-i+\{Q?tm+i)m) is given in [5] .
The proof of Theorem 1 uses two results on the degree of approximation by (ordinary or trigonometric) polynomials, which are of independent interest. We use the notation 2 /"'
with Tv(x) := cos{u arceos x),
x J-i and state Theorem 6. If f £¿%¡, then there exists a sequence Po, Pi, ... with
The O terms hold uniformly in 3£s.
We shall need some further notations:
£Fn := <t: t(x) = ^2(a" cos vx + ßv sin vx) ; av , ßv e R > ,
We can now state Theorem 7. Let f be a 2%-periodic function with a bounded sth derivative. Then there exists a sequence to, t\, ... with
is the well-known theorem of Favard, Achieser and Krein (see, e.g., Timan [12, p. 289] ) and the method of proof leads to (iii) too. Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves to the proof of Theorem 7 in the special case of even s. The first sum is (-iys+2^2(2n)s(n + l)-'Bs(Çi) = 0; the second sum can be bounded by
for the third sum we use the same method, and (iii) is proven. If / is 2n-periodic and has an 5th derivative, then we have
this is a special case of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula. Combining and assertions (i) and (iii) are evident. In view of fiy) = (-l)s+l(s-l)rlhs{y)g^(y) = (-1)î+1±î(s+ l^^sin'-'ycosy j(s+i) existS) and we have \\js+l\\ < const-max{||/zo||, ... , ||AS||}. But observe that hK has mean value zero; therefore, ||AK|| < 27t||AK_i|| and ||/i+1)|| < consti \\h0\\ < 2const!. This is assertion (ii). D Proof of Theorem 6. We represent /(cos-) as in (4.1). We approximate h by t"s G ^n-s according to Theorem 7. The function j in (4.1) can be approximated by tn eá7¡¡ according to Jackson's theorem, so that we have where i?spec is the error of one of the specified quadrature rules. We assume Rspec = R]t+i)n ; in the other cases the proof is similar.
Denote by q the orthonormal polynomial of degree mf^-associated with the weight function k*{x) := (1 -x2)k{x), and denote by ôm its leading coefficient. The abscissas of Q}%+3y2 are the zeros of q*{x) := [x2 -l)q{x). Hence we have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use we arrive at the same result, if R»" e {Rfm+l)/2> Rffl2y2> ^¿ip)
• Therefore, we have (7.6) swp{\R[Tm+l]\ : deg(ß) > m] = |exp {LJ^^M^Ldx) (1+0(1)).
Substitution of (7.2), (7.3), and (7.6) in (7.1) gives us immediately the asymptotics of Pm-i+m m > and the proof shows that the bound for the error is attained for the Gaussian rule. G Bibliography
